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Feast of the Assumption of   the Blessed Virgin Mary 

 

Dear Families of Our Lady of the Presentation's School of Religion, 
  

On this feast day of Mary’s Assumption into Heaven, I invite you to recall that 

“…nothing will be impossible for God.” (Luke 1:37) 
  

As I write this note to you, our 2nd and 8th graders are preparing to receive their 

sacraments.  Before the new school year begins, all these young parishioners will 

have been given several opportunities to receive their First Holy Communion or 

Confirmation! 
  
Plans for our School of Religion (SOR) have also been formulating.  As we inch 

closer to the traditional start of the school year, Father Justin has invited me to 

share with you some thoughts, tips and ideas about how we plan to proceed here at 

Presentation. 
  
Amid this unusual time, we are trying to be vigilant as we move forward.  Because 

of our present restrictions, we've had to consider other learning options and have 

decided to plan for a remote, in-person learning environment for the Fall 

semester.  We will reassess over Christmas Break to determine our best future 

path for the second semester.  Keep in mind it might be hard to acquire a normal 

academic rhythm as in years past. As a parish, our goal is to provide some 

catechesis without adding undue stress to our parish families and teachers.  

  
Transitioning to a remote learning environment has posed some challenges for 

us.  At first, we wondered if all have Zoom capability.  We know from the survey 
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Dean sent out early in the summer, most if not all, do.  For any who do not, please 

talk with Father Justin.  
 

As we turned our attention to the length of the school year and average class time, 

we realized September might be stressful for families as they prepare their children 

for school.  Therefore, we have shortened our SOR year.  For this academic year, 

our SOR will begin on October 4, 2020 and end on May 2, 2021.  Additionally, 

we've readjusted our class time. Most class times will hover around 45 

minutes.  Because 7th and 8th grade are Confirmation-prep years, these classes can 

be expected to run from 60-75 minutes.  Kindergarten and 1st Grade class times 

will run from 30-40 minutes. 

  
To offset the shorter meeting time and to encourage community, Father Justin will 

ask our catechists to try to set up one or two in-person gatherings with their 

students--this will be outside the normal SOR class meeting time.  You can expect 

more information on this directly from your child's teachers. 

  
Father Justin also asks for your help!  He asks that you try to be available during 

your child's Zoom sessions. Perhaps your child's computer can be set up on the 

kitchen table where they can be within view while you make your coffee!  For 

children in our younger grades (~K-4), keep in mind their small hands might need 

guidance as they form a chalice out of Model Magic, paste an altar scene together 

or assemble a sticker scene picturing small sheep in a sheepfold surrounding their 

Good Shepherd.  For our older crowd, he asks you to please help your children 

with any homework assignments.  Less time will be spent on class work; as a 

result, teachers might elect to send home some work.  This might take the form of 

helping them submit an online interactive Chapter Review to their teacher's email 

address.  Or it might be to watch an assigned YouTube video with them and follow 

the viewing with a discussion. We have to be very fluid in our approach this year, 

and we would greatly appreciate your assistance as we navigate together through 

these uncharted waters. 

  
This setting is new for both students and teachers.  To help our teachers, we have 

scheduled tutorials on understanding the technical aspects of Zoom as well as 
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learning effective approaches for managing content delivery via Zoom.  In fact, 

one of our newer catechists recently gave an excellent and engaging tutorial to all 

of us on just this subject! 

  
What I have written about above outlines what will be different in our 

program.  Will anything remain the same?  Journeying together with you in faith 

and joy!  And, practically speaking, our meeting time and day will remain the 

same: Sunday morning, beginning at 9:15am.  

  
There are many unknowns, but please understand this is not a permanent 

situation.  In another year, we hope to be back to normal.  Our goal is to keep our 

School of Religion actively engaged in the least complicated manner. Thank you 

for your understanding, your creativity as well as all the sacrifices you make 

daily.  Let us remember together that "...all things work for good for those who 

love God." (Romans 8:28) 

  
Father Justin, Dean, Bill and I look forward to zooming with you, our teachers and 

our children as well as greeting you all in person in the days, weeks and months 

ahead! 

 
Peace to you and your families, 

  
Maria 

  
The Registration Form and Parent Handbook are attached.  Please print 

and SIGN the registration form before returning it along with a check to the 

parish office!!  
 
 


